
First Draft: Fall 2023 (A Poetry Exercise after Diane di Prima) 

Upon becoming San Francisco Poet Laureate in 2009 Diane di 
Prima wrote: 

 

  
Notice how the poem is a quintessential laureate-type poem, mentioning 
actual places and actual actions she has witnessed around her city. 
Luminous details help the poet earn the rhetorical flourish at the end in 



which her conclusion is that we can, no matter the level of desperation, 
sing. It is evocative of her Revoluntionary Letters, which were designed to 
read in public to average people, and not just to those who study poetry, 
or even read it. This poem has a softness (wisdom) gained through the 
struggles she encountered during the period those Revoluntionary Letters 
were written. The Digger Era. She has mellowed with age. 

Your task is to imagine the domain for which you are 
unofficial poet laureate and write your first draft that 
could potentially outline your priorities for the coming 
term. (Maybe it’s just Fall/Winter/Spring 2023/2024. 
Maybe you are just Poet Laureate of Your Backyard. 
That should have a name anyway and you get to name 
it.) Place names, activities of the beings in your 
jurisdiction can meld with the realization that we are 
now in the Anthropocene and the critters and plants 
you see today may not be here in ten years. Maybe your 
field work experience informs this poem. & of course it 
will, if Quantum Physics as described in this IG video 
is true, and it appears that way to me.  

Maybe even start your poem with the same line: 

“It is the poem I serve…” and graft from there. Poetry is news that stays news 
and poets whose work has scraped the edge of eternity allow us a window 
to explore just where that is. That Diane wrote a First Draft means you 
can too, but don’t be an organic method fundamentalist. Find the sweet 
spot between first draft and minor intelligent tweakings. Thank you Diane. 
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